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n the last issue of GEARS we
looked at the electronic governor
system that controls the shift on the
42-47RE transmissions. We saw that
this transmission is basically hydraulically controlled, but uses a duty-cycled
solenoid to create governor pressure.
In this issue, we’re going to look
at specific problems with this system, and learn how to diagnose them.
The important thing to remember about
these units is they’re basically hydraulically-controlled transmissions; at least
for the first three gear ranges. To put
it simply: Governor pressure strokes
the shift valves. Just like 350s, 400s,
Powerglides, C-4s… all those oldies
from 20-or-more years ago.
If a 42-47RE transmission doesn’t
shift properly from first through third
gears, your first check is always governor pressure. Governor pressure should
be zero at a stop, and rise about one
PSI per MPH, up to about 40 MPH.
After about 40 MPH, the system routes
mainline pressure to the governor port,
so the pressure won’t vary with vehicle
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Figure 1

speed until the speed drops below 40
again.
While you can quick check the
governor pressure system with a scan
tool, always verify your pressure readings with a gauge. Remember, your scan
tool only knows what the computer tells
it. If there’s a problem with transmission operation, connect a gauge to the
governor pressure port and verify governor pressure. If it’s okay, look elsewhere for the problem: The electronic
controls are working fine; they aren’t
causing the shift problem. Look for
sticking shift valves, burnt clutches…
all the same things you’d have looked
for on one of those old, hydraulicallycontrolled units.

governor control system. Unfortunately,
fixing governor-pressure problems by
using the DTC diagnostic tree usually
takes more time than fixing it based on
the symptom.
We’ve assembled a list of diagnostic procedures to follow based on
the symptom. Just find the symptom
that most closely matches what you’re
observing, and follow the diagnostic
procedure to troubleshoot the problem.

If Governor Pressure Isn’t
Right…

measure-

So you connect a gauge to the governor port, and lo and behold, governor
pressure isn’t working right. Your next
step might be to check for diagnostic
trouble codes (DTCs)… but not this
time. There are five codes related to the

Transmission Doesn’t
Upshift; Stays in First
Gear
•
•
•
•
1.
2.

Connect your scan tool.
Install a gauge in the
pressure port.
Go for a drive.
Compare these three
ments:
Governor
Desired
(Computer Signal to the
Solenoid)
Governor Measured
(Transducer Signal
Computer)

governor

Pressure
Governor
Pressure
to the
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If governor pressure is okay, look
for a transmission problem,
such as sticking
shift valves, burnt
clutches, etc.
3.

Governor
(Measured
Gauge)

Gauge
Pressure

That’s how we built
our family core business,

In fact, we still operate our business that way. And using that as
our cornerstone we’ve grown over the years into a true
“Partner to the Professional Rebuilder”.
We have a large inventory of import and domestic
core units…, and we can get them to you fast!

Pressure
on your

All three pressures should be equal,
and should rise about 1 PSI per MPH,
up to about 40 MPH. If governor pressure is okay, look for a transmission
problem, such as sticking shift valves,
burnt clutches, etc.
If there’s no Governor Desired
Pressure signal at all — or if the signal
is extremely low — the computer isn’t
trying to create governor pressure. It
may not realize the vehicle is moving.
Check the Output Shaft Speed (OSS)
sensor signal (figure 1). This is the
signal the computer uses to determine
vehicle speed.
• If there’s no Output Shaft Speed
signal: Check the Output Shaft
Speed sensor and wiring between
the sensor and computer. If you’re
receiving a signal to the computer
but the computer isn’t recognizing
the signal, suspect a computer failure.
• If the Output Shaft Speed signal
is okay: Check the signal from the
Governor Pressure Transducer; a
false pressure signal could fool the
computer into thinking it’s creating pressure when it isn’t. If the
transducer signal is correct, suspect a computer problem.
IMPORTANT: Always check all
powers and grounds to the computer before condemning it, and always
check all controlled circuits, such as
solenoids and motors, before replacing
the computer.
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Improve the performance and reliability of your rebuilds
with a customized torque converter rebuilding system
from ATI! The CW3 makes converter rebuilding easier
and more profitable for you!
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ATI’S CW3 CONVERTER
WELDING & OVERHAUL SYSTEM

SHOW
SPECIAL!

Mention code PE1006 to receive free
shipping for any of the following:
CW3, Accu-Balancer and/or
Accu-Bonder on orders placed by
10-8-2006 with deposit.

www.atiauto.com
© 2006 ATI Performance Products, Inc.
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CW3 Converter Welder
Accu-Balance Converter Balancer
Accu-Bonder
Quick Test Converter Leak Tester
Cut-Open & Engine Lathes
Pass-Through Converter Washer
Welding Fixtures & Tools

6747 Whitestone Road • Baltimore, MD 21207
877-298-5003 • Fax: 410-298-3579
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Troubleshooting the 42-47RE Transmissions
if it sets a code or loses power.
Let’s look at a few of these conditions that will enable you to help isolate
or identify what’s causing the system to
go into Limp Mode.

Key On, Engine Off:
Condition Occurs
Immediately

Governor related codes that reset
as soon as you turn the key on, engine
off usually indicate a hard electrical
problem; that is, a constant problem
that’s there right now. Check all connections and make sure the transducer
circuit is properly grounded. Use the
Voltage Chart to verify the reference
voltage, ground and signal voltage (figure 2a & b).

Figure 2A

42-47re Governor & Solenoid PCM Terminal Id & Voltage Chart

1996-2003 Dodge RWD with Gas Engine
PIN

Wire Color

Circuit

Voltage

B1
B8
B11
B21
B25
B28
B29
B29
B29
B30
B31

Violet
Violet/White
Org/Black
Brown
Dr Blue/Black
Lt Grn/Black
Lt. Grn/White
“
“
Pink
Orange

Temp. Signal
Gov. Sol. Control
TCC Sol. Control
OD Sol. Control
OSS Ground
OSS Signal
Gov. Transducer
“
“
Trans. Relay Control
Reference 5 Volt

@ 4.5-1.0 V
@ 1 amp for zero psi
*0.0 V when ON
*0.0 V when ON
0.0 V
@ 3.0 VAC at 30 mph
.60-.66 V at zero psi
@ 3.0 V at 60 psi
@ 4.5 V at 110 psi
0.0 V Running, No Codes
5 V Ignition ON

*---Also no volts when in limp mode. In normal operation, there will be @ 12 V
when ignition on, but not energized.
Figure 2B

If the Governor Desired signal is
okay, but there’s no Actual or Gauge
pressure, look for a faulty governor
solenoid, or a blockage in the circuit,
either in the pressure feed to the solenoid, or between the solenoid and the
governor pressure circuit.

Limp Mode; 3rd Gear
Starts

Limp Mode, or Failsafe, is the
mode the computer enters when it
detects a problem that would prevent
it from controlling governor pressure
accurately. In Limp Mode, the computer de-energizes the Governor Solenoid.
This opens the solenoid all the way,
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allowing full mainline pressure into the
governor circuit. This causes the transmission to start in 3rd gear.
Keep in mind that Limp Mode
usually indicates a computer system
problem. It is possible to have a problem that causes 3rd gear starts without the system being in Limp Mode.
These conditions include crossleaks in
the governor circuit and sticking shift
valves, to name the more common
ones.
While the specific situation is different, the conditions may appear identical: Both will cause 3rd gear starts.
But it’s an important difference: The
computer will only go into Limp Mode

Engine Running,
Selector in Park,
Reverse or Neutral

If the computer sets a governorrelated code with the engine running
and the gear selector in Park, Reverse
or Neutral, suspect a hard electrical
failure, such as a shorted solenoid. Use
the Voltage Chart to verify the reference voltage, ground and signal voltage
for the circuit indicated by the code.
Another possibility is a hydraulic
problem; that is, a crossleak in the valve
body or governor body. To check for
crossleaks, install a gauge in the governor pressure tap. There shouldn’t be
any governor pressure in Park, Reverse
or Neutral; the manual valve closes the
passage that feeds the governor circuit
in these ranges. If you have pressure
at the governor circuit in any of these
ranges, look for crossleaks in the case,
valve body or governor body.

Engine Running;
Selector in Drive

You start the engine and check the
governor pressure. It’s at zero PSI in
Park, Reverse and Neutral. Then, the
moment you put the selector in Drive,
you get governor pressure. No wonder
it’s starting in 3rd gear!
The problem can be hydraulic or
electrical:
Hydraulic — There may be a
crossleak in the governor body or the
governor solenoid itself. A loose or
warped governor body is a common
problem.
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Electrical — There are several
possible electrical problems that could
cause high governor pressure and 3rd
gear starts. Most of these will appear on
your scan tool:
• Indicated Gear Range: Indicated
Gear Range should be Drive. If the
indicated gear range is anything
other than Drive, the computer will
leave the governor solenoid deenergized. Then, when you put the
selector in Drive, the de-energized
solenoid will send full line pressure to the governor circuit.
• OSS Signal: OSS signal should
read 0 MPH when the vehicle’s
stopped. If there’s any AC signal or EMI (Electromechanical
Interference) bleeding into the circuit, the computer will misinterpret
that as a speed signal, and assume
the vehicle is moving. The computer will then adjust the Governor
Solenoid based on that improper
road speed signal.
• Incorrect Governor Solenoid
Command: If the computer identifies a system failure it will set a
diagnostic trouble code and put the
system in Limp Mode. This will
shut the Governor Solenoid off,
sending full mainline pressure to
the governor circuit. Or a faulty
computer can cause the Governor
Solenoid to open when it should be
closed.
• Actual Governor Pressure Measures
Low: When stopped, the computer
raises the duty cycle signal to the
Governor Solenoid just enough to
close it off, lowering the pressure to zero PSI. If the Governor
Transducer is out of specs, it can
fool the computer into thinking the
Governor Solenoid is closed, when
it’s actually still delivering governor pressure.
• Voltage Lost at Case Connector Pin
1: Pin 1 at the transmission case
connector supplies power to the
transmission solenoids. It should
have system voltage whenever the
key is on. If Pin 1 loses power, it
puts the system into Limp Mode,
and sends full mainline pressure to
the governor circuit.
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Sometimes the system will operate
normally when you first start the engine,
and then set a code and go into Limp
Mode while you’re driving.
Goes Into Limp While
Driving

Sometimes the system will operate normally when you first start the
engine, and then set a code and go into
Limp Mode while you’re driving. If the
code sets at low speeds, connect a pressure gauge to the governor tap. Connect
your scan tool and compare Desired,
Actual and gauge pressures.
• If the pressure gauge follows the
Desired pressure until the codes
sets, suspect a bad transducer.
• If the pressure gauge follows the
Actual pressure, suspect a bad governor solenoid, a warped valve
body adaptor, or an internal leak.
If the code sets while the transmission is in 3rd or 4th gear, watch
Governor Actual pressure in 3rd or 4th
gear while driving at WOT. If the scan
tool displays more than 105 PSI, suspect excessively high line pressure or
the governor transducer is bad.
NOTE:
The computer normally turns the governor solenoid off
when the vehicle reaches about 40
MPH. That’s because above 40 MPH,
the computer uses the OD solenoid to
shift the transmission into 4th gear and
the Actual governor pressure becomes
line pressure. So the governor transducer sensor is really watching line
pressure while you’re driving in 4th
gear. You can confirm this with your
pressure gauge in the governor pressure
tap.

Temperature Sensor
Operation

These transmissions use a temperature sensor to monitor fluid temperature and the computer adjusts its shift
strategy based on those temperature
readings. The temperature sensor is
a thermistor: a semiconductor whose
resistance changes based on temperature.
The computer sends a 5-volt signal
to the temperature sensor; the sensor
grounds the circuit, pulling the voltage
down based on sensor resistance. The
computer measures the voltage change
to determine fluid temperature. Use the
Voltage Chart to identify the sensor
values at different temperatures.
Early systems all used Negative
Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistors; as temperatures go up, resistance
goes down. Starting in 1999, some
vehicles began using a Positive
Temperature Coefficient (PTC) thermistor; as the temperature goes up, resistance goes up. If the temperature appears
to be going the wrong way — that is,
hot when you first start the engine and
then cooling off as the vehicle is being
driven — someone probably installed
the wrong thermistor.
While the 42-47RE transmission
is fairly simple to diagnose, it does
have certain idiosyncrasies in the way
it operates. The key to diagnosing this
system is to have a clear understanding
of how the system works, and to take
the time to examine all the operating
conditions carefully. Once you have a
clear view of the conditions, any diagnosis should be easy to deal with.
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Valve
More
The 4T65-E Shift Correction Package
The 4T65-E Shift Correction Package
helps to eliminate the following
problems:
 Inadequate line pressure
 Premature clutch failure  Slow or
intermittent line rise  Excessive
TCC. slippage (Codes)  Slide bang
forward engagements  New steel
boost valve and sleeve supplied
 Regular, Heavy-Duty-Taxi options

604 Differential Case Saver Kit .661
Pinion Shaft (K039)

E40D/4R100 ACC. Body Repair Kit
(K040)

Part # K4T65E

Chrysler Manual Control Shaft Seal
Saver Kit (K071)

4T40-E Accumulator Piston (K069)

240 Series Transfer Case HD Output
Shaft Retaining Ring (K067)

727 End Play Shim Kit (K063)

4L60/4L60-E/4L65-E 3-4 Clutch
Rapid Relief Valve (K070)

Looking for a Superior product? Call 1-800-451-3115 - or
superior sp plcd.indd 50
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e Body Kits and a Whole Lot
e — Accept No Imitations!
The 500 thru 618 Shift Correction Package
The Chrysler 42/46/47-RE (Late)
Shift Correction Package 1999 & up
helps to eliminate the following
problems:
 Premature band failure
 Inadequate line pressure  Slow
engagements  Premature clutch
failure  Lower 2-3 shift MPH  Full
time lube  Rapid fill manual valve
 Regular, Heavy Duty, Gas &
Diesel

4L60-E 3-2 Downshift Valve Spring with
Valve Stop (K054)

4L60/4L60-E 4th Gear Super Servo
(K034)

Part # K500-618L

500-618 TCC Boost Valve Clip (K065)

722.6 K2 Drum Bushing Kit “The
Chico Bushing” (K050)

4L60-E Fwd. ACC. Piston Pin Kit
(K061)

Universal Adjustable Vacuum Switch Kit,
Includes 1-6 Inches of Vacuum (K052)

904/500-727/618 Intermediate Servo
Spacer (K056)

or - visit us online at www.superior-transmission.com
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